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[ The original sin is a symmetry breaking \
– Mystery of Numbers 13, 33 and 666 –

“Whoever speaks a word against the Son of Man will be forgiven, but whoever speaks
against the Holy Spirit will not be forgiven, either in this age or in the age to come.”
(Matthew 12:32)

“We came as fishermen to fish out those who would like to escape.”
(Master Philippe de Lyon)1

The original sin? two hardly evocative words in the 21st century. The original sin,
what is it then? A disobedience according to Genesis? Concerning what? What did
we cause, in a moment of madness, so that God the Father was compelled to exile us
from Paradise and send God the Son to be immolated on a cross for our redemption?
I have often tried to put more precise words on this disobedience; in vain. Adam
and Eve had disobeyed. Satan, the old Serpent, the most crafty animal in Paradise
before our fall and his had condemned them to exile, and along with them all the
souls of Creation. Why? What did the Serpent commit such an act for? What was
in it for him to commit such a suicide? Why did he knowingly risk losing everything
in inciting us to eat the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge? Why?
For years and years, these questions only echoed back silence until I sensed, from
my work on the Holy Mass, the timbre of hope. A glimmer of an insight at the very
end of this work finally pierced the thick fogs of my ignorance and what I glimpsed
seized me with dread...

1 He

said in 1894, talking about John and Himself Vie et Enseignement de Jean Chapas (Life and
Teachings of John Chapas), back cover.
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Body and cloth

This intuition grew out of a reflection on the body2 thanks to the daily recitation
of the Virgin Mary’s chaplet.
A body, what is it then? We are so entrenched in it that we no longer give it any
thought; so entrenched that for most people the body is everything, the body is
one, which has become the object of a cult of the consumer society that would turn
Narcissus himself green with jealousy, he who was so unmoved by the echo of love,
so tormented by an incoercible will to mirror himself in the screen of water.
A body... it is a veil, a garment, a cloth. It girds the spirit with its flesh. Without
body, the spirit cannot be seen, except by God. At most may we seen the perispirit3 , this sheath which is more or less luminous, more or less black and deformed
that so many people have glimpsed when evoking visions of saints or demonic beings.
Without body, we are naked and no one may stand naked before God!
So it goes. The body clothes the spirit of which the soul is completeness! But the
soul, what is it then? No one may see the soul except God. The soul? Might it be
a petal of love from the Sacred Heart of God breathed into the clay to make a form
of life a child of God? Who knows? What is certain is that the soul turns the clay
into body when science turns it into meat.

II

The Holy Spirit: Breath of God

The word spirit comes from the Latin spiritus and means breath. The Greeks say
pneuma, giving pneumatic in English; pneuma is a breath. According to Genesis,
God formed a man from the clay of the earth. Inert, God breathed a breath of Life
into his nostrils4 and Adam became a living being. Understand that God through
his Holy Breath breathed into him a soul completing a spirit, which may be seen
through its peri-spirit. In Latin, anima means soul. Adam animated by a soul 5
deposited by God became a thinking being, the prototype of man.

III

Christ: God of God

The Holy Spirit is the Holy Breath 6 of God. God creates by exhaling a Breath
with his mouth. This Breath through his mouth produces a sound and becomes
2 Already started in my second part:

One spirit, many bodies, multiplicity within us - comparison
with the Chinese medical tradition, on www.jesus-christ-philippedelyon.com
3 “The peri-spirit is the sheath of the spirit when the spirit comes and appears to men” (December
28th, 1894), in Answers from Master Philippe, page 132.
4 Genesis 2:7.
5 The soul, the spirit and the body supplement each other and yet keep a certain identity because,
Master Philippe de Lyon says, one can sin unbeknown to the other.
6 Genesis 1:2.
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Word, and becomes the living Word. God before creating matter literally embodied this Word. Through the Holy Breath, this Word, this knowledge that God the
Father has of Himself, will take shape to become the Son, God of God, Light of
Light, very God of very God. He is isomorphic to the Father; He resembles a Son
of Man7 . God, One, is naturally Three8 : God in his Father’s body, God in his
immaterial Holy Breath and God in the verbalized and c(h)rystallized echo of the
Holy Breath as knowledge that God the Father has of Himself, clothed in a garment
akin to what man will have. This crystallized cloth stems from the very vibration
of the Holy Breath; it is beyond every substance by its immateriality. It constitutes
the first body of God the Son, c(h)rystallized outside the body of Light of the Father!
Assisted by the Holy Breath, God the Father creates ex nihilo. Somewhat like the
colours have their own wavelength and therefore their own vibration and energy, the
Father creates substances9 of different energetic qualities, of different vibrations.
Some of them are very delicate and ethereal like our angelic bodies10 , primitive
bodies before the Fall, others are very dense like the grains of matter that will make
up the human body that are now clothing us. Somewhat like the colours where
yellow is no purer than purple or red, the substances created by the Father are of
different energetic qualities but none seems purer than the other, for everything God
made is pure and perfect. Only the density of energy differs!
Regarding the Holy Spirit, the Holy Breath cannot have a body because the body
He conceived11 in the verbalized and c(h)rystallized echo of the Father gave birth
to Christ, the Son! The Holy Breath therefore exists thanks to the Father, but also
thanks to the Word of God, who echoes Him back to the Father. He proceeds from
the Father and the Son.
7 Book

of Daniel 7:13-14: “There before me was one like a son of man, coming with the clouds
of heaven. He approached the Ancient of Days and was led into his presence”, attesting that Jesus
existed before his Incarnation in the womb of the Virgin Mary! He therefore had a different body!
8 In Genesis, the chosen Hebrew word was Elohim; a plural!
9 Remind the Einstein’s famous formula, E = mc 2 , proving that energy can generate particles of
matter with a mass.
10 One day, Our Lady gave me the grace to remember my angelic body (consult my testimony).
During two visions, Christ showed me this body again: on a winged horse first, and then about
five years later. It occurred after a Mass in which the Host in my mouth spontaneously split into
two. During the night that followed, my calcified breath was savagely ransomed by the Forces of
divisions, wounding my lumbar region for about ten days. I then saw my angelic body falling, as
if dead, into the void. But its brightness surprised me: as time goes by, it had acquired, thanks
to the transmuting power of the Eucharist, a whiteness that I had never seen before... Note that
Christ also has an angelic body described by Saint John in the Revelation, then by St. Francis
describing a seraphim with flaming wings looking like a man nailed to a cross.
11 Note here the feminine role of the Holy Breath, in the sense that the feminine organizes a
body...
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The heart: from the angelic body to the Adamic
body

On the first day of Creation, there jutted out Heaven and Earth under the power of
the Most High. And the Eternal God said, “let there be light” and there was light.
From that light, there sprang “multitudes of Angels filled with very high infused
science and supernatural gifts commensurate with the mission and the supernatural
grandeur of each choir”, confided Saint Mélanie Calvat12 , the seer of La Salette,
witness in the Spirit to this divine revelation which she saw unrolling in a vision.
These Angels were revering God “to the fullest extent of their power” and the “glory
they had” would be “incomprehensible to mortals” nowadays, so much so that their
“splendour would have obscured the radiance of our sun” !
“After creating them, God made them hear that He destined them to be His Court in
the Heaven of heavens. But the Most High, in his mysterious wisdom, had resolved
not to give his eternal glory to any intelligent creature unless it had first shown
its submission and faithfulness by obeying Him”, because every creature is endowed
with free will. So God the Father put the angelic creation to the test. He showed
them the heavy, dense, lifeless body of Adam from the clay and declared this, “there
shall come a day, when my Word shall take a human body and under this nature you
shall all have to adore Him”.
This declaration thundered the dazed angelic Hierarchies before this inert, nearrepulsive body, sensing that this rag, one day, would be theirs. Many were the
Angels rising up against God the Father. The first seditious one was Lucifer, the
Archangel whom the Father had clothed in the greatest beauty and exalted to glory
and authority at the top of the angelic hierarchy. He stormed, “shall I adore the
Word under human nature, I who have my throne above all spirits13 sprung from the
hands of the Almighty? Ah! Never shall I do that, never shall I debase my high
dignity!”; he was judging the Father’s opus...
Amazement struck the angelic choirs again. A leaden silence was still more weighing down the electric and deleterious atmosphere. Each Angel was facing a choice:
obeying God blindly, without understanding, despite his keen intelligence, the necessity of an evolution of his angelic body towards an Adamic body, or disobeying,
refusing this proposal sensed as a patent regression to his eyes.
An Angel, however, dared to slit silence. He was known as Michael. “Who is like
God?”, he stated gravely, with the timbre of sincerity. He invited the Angels to show
reason and great humility before the infinitely intelligent Eternal One, for God the
Father, clearly, was not going to breathe his Word into the Adamic clay without any
ulterior motive...
There was an oratorical joust, then a schism. Then, Saint Melanie Calvat revealed
12 Consult
13 Note

our Appendix; Vie de Mélanie – Bergère de La Salette, page 248-253.
that for Lucifer, the angelic form of life is sheer spirit! This is important!
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to us, “the Sovereign Lord, who is righteous in his judgments, said to them, ‘in order to preserve your honour, dignity and glory, you have disobeyed your God, your
Creator. You shall lose everything and I shall light a fire inside you that shall burn
you alive forever.”
Lucifer and the Angels who had joined him looked like “petrified, enraged, hateful
and filled with the despair that was never to leave them; in an instant, they lost the
attributes of the Angels, were stripped of grace, of all their privileges, and could no
longer contemplate, or even see the light of the Majesty of the Most High”. Stripped
of grace, they nonetheless retained their keen intelligence, their highly advanced
science14 as well as the many supernatural gifts that God the Father had given to
them.
Then came banishment. At God’s command, the Archangel Saint Michael repelled
Lucifer with a large number of Angels in the depths of the abyss.
These Fallen Angels were going to ally with the Serpent of the Genesis, a creature
which was yet more powerful, intelligent and crafty than them, but which at this
stage of the Odyssey of the Creation could never be faulted...
What these fallen Angels had not understood is that God was proposing an evolution to them. From a body of immense glory which would have turned the very sun
pale, the created Angel had been designed to evolve through the Adamic form in
order to be completed by a soul to, in fine, be in the image of the eternal Father!
Certainly, the Adamic mud would have deadened their glory during a long time of
trials; certainly, their splendor woven of light would have been veiled by so heavy
and dense a body of matter, but the treasure that God the Father offered them was
far surpassing that of their cloth of glory.
What these fallen Angels had not understood is that God was offering them a heart,
an organ, a union between angelic glory and matter that the soul deposited by the
Father would have made grow. A heart! A heart! An opportunity to transcend
their acts by finally coating them in love!
Through the Sacred Heart of Jesus, don’t we access God the Father? Through the
Immaculate Heart of Mary, don’t we access the Holy Breath of God? Through the
Adamic heart, through our heart, the Angel could finally have an access to his completeness15 , to the spark of divine love called the soul, divine part unknown to him
until then and petal of love of the Sacred Heart of God!
What these fallen Angels did not understand was that God, through the blossoming
of the heart, was opening the way of Love to them: a supernatural force, a force of
Life, a force that palpitates and surpasses everything, an unknown force that would
wash in Adamic clay the silt of the filth of their angelic pride.
14 Which

mankind may rediscover in Buddhism or New Age or in the different forms of Reiki...
like the field of rational numbers Q accesses its completeness through the field of
real numbers thanks to mathematicians... the field Q is then said to be dense in R, a bit like the
angelic body, the spirit, is dense in the Adamic body and may move it...
15 Somewhat
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Because the Adamic heart alone, through the deposited soul, would make them in
the image of the Father and would open to them the way to His Heart of hearts,
to His sacred, inviolate, and jealously guarded treasure. Made in the image of the
Father, the Adamic hearts would have learned to palpitate with love in unison with
the Hearts of Mary and Jesus.
But these Angels preferred to mirror themselves, like Narcissus, in the magnificence
of their glory rather than dare bet on the Adamic clay: a blossoming heart, the only
way towards the soul deposited by the Father, towards the intimate substratum of
their completeness, towards that so supernatural force of love, the intimate treasure
and sacred gift of God.

V

The temptation

God created three perfect beings: Adam, and Eve in the image of the Virgin Mary16
created before the Adamic couple. Three, always the same number! He created three
beings because He had anticipated the temptation of the old Serpent, the most crafty
animal that God the Father ever created: be adored, in his turn, as the Most High,
an opportunity which was finally offered to him thanks to this ophiolatrous army of
now fallen Angels.
An animal! A key indication transmitted by the chosen people! Because an animal
has no soul, just an instinct! Master Philippe de Lyon points it out to us! The Light
of God reflects on the soul, which itself reflects on the instinct of the animal17 .
The instinct is also a creation of God’s Holy Breath, but it has neither the subtlety
nor the brilliance of the soul. Before man jutted out from the clay, the Serpent dominated Creation just below the Holy Trinity, whose inaccessible splendour fascinated
him. Due to the extraordinary intelligence he had developed, no one could insert
oneself between him and the Holy Trinity. Absolutely no one! He had to derive a
certain enjoyment, a certain prestige, a certain pride... Yet, the Holy Breath of God
unfurled majestically; He created the completeness of the angelic form of life: man
in His image! Adam, blessed with foreknowledge, was endowed with a soul; a soul!!
not an instinct! What a harrowing and heart-wrenching commotion it must have
been when this sharp reptilian intelligence sensed the abyss which now separated
him from God the Father. Between the Holy Trinity and the Serpent, there meddled in the intolerable Adamic insertion and along with him his full offspring. The
ophiolatry that he had erected to his glory snapped in two, like a wooden log under
the assault of an axe.
Facing the intolerable, the Serpent conceived a hate that surpassed any wits created
by God. He vowed the loss of man and woman, and since he could no longer preserve
16 “Christ

is the first of all creatures; the Virgin is the second one” in Vie et Paroles de Maître
Philippe de Lyon (Life and Words of Master Philippe), page 96. This was also revealed by Christ to
Saint Maria Valtorta.
17 Vie et Paroles de Maître Philippe de Lyon (Life and Words of Master Philippe), page 167.
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his privileged place in the Creation, he decided to damn himself by plunging the
Adamic creature into the abyssal torments of the Tree of the Knowledge; those that
strike with a spell of Death whoever tries any of its fruits.
How to proceed then? In his perfidious ruse, he invoked free will! Every being
created by God the Father enjoys an irrevocable free will. Such is the law. God the
Father had warned the freshly created couple against the Tree of the Knowledge,
but the sacrosanct free will had not yet been put to the test. The Serpent had a
chance to nip in the bud the terrible threat to his celestial throne represented by the
Adamic offspring. No one was allowed to insert oneself between him and the Holy
Trinity of inaccessible splendor. And he seized his chance! Genesis relates that the
Serpent very skillfully toyed with words. He thwarted Eve’s distrust by revealing
to her that the couple would not die should they eat it, but that they would be
as gods18 . And the Serpent almost did not lie. The couple did not return to the
nothingness from which they had been taken, but they were subjected to the terrible
curse of Death, the torments of which were going to subject their descendants to
the narcissistic arrogance of their personalities, in love with their image, intoxicated
with the sweet aroma of their putrefaction.
Facing the fait accompli, God the Father had to accept the laws that He Himself
had spawned: whoever has tried the Tree of the Knowledge must be expelled from
Paradise and must learn, by his own free will, to discover the way of Life in order to break the terrible spell of Death. From this fascinating and terrible quest,
which would ridicule any role-playing game19 , the winners would gradually gain the
Knowledge and gifts that God the Father has. They would enter into a Knowledge
surpassing that of the angels closest to God. Fallen, then risen, they would be placed
above angels and could command the very Creation20 !
The Serpent was offering us a future he knew was unattainable. The ingenuity
and youthfulness of freshly created beings, subjected to the science of the fallen
Archangels and to his formidable gifts, including the ability to penetrate any brain
to change thoughts surreptitiously21 , could under no circumstances lead them to
find a way out, break the Death spell and return to the Garden of Eden. Impossible! The crime was perfect! The offspring was lying in a Machiavellian way inside
a flesh subject to aging and passions which any crafty intelligence could stir. And
the trap snapped shut on Adam and Eve.
18 Genesis

3. King James Version is correct! the plural must be used...
understand this remark! Page 195 in Vie et Parole de Maître Philippe de Lyon (Life and
Words of Master Philippe), one reads, “You will have a decent physical appearance if you do well;
you will make it yourself. (15/11/1896)”. We therefore actively participate in the shape of our
own body!
20 Page 180 in Vie et Parole de Maître Philippe de Lyon (Life and Words of Master Philippe), one
reads, “Had man not fallen, he would know nothing. Fallen, then risen, he is above angels”. Also
consul our second part on www.jesus-christ-philippedelyon.com
21 Hence the Virgin’s chaplet, the umbilical cord that connects us to the Holy Spirit through
Christ. (the image of the umbilical cord was suggested by the Virgin in Île Bouchard as She was
holding her Son in her hand...)
19 Do
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The exorbitant price of his madness was his inexorable fall into an endless life chowing down on the filth dust22 of the night. But at the price of his suicide, the crafty
Serpent had nipped the Adamic offspring in the bud and ensured an ophiolatry he
thought would last forever!

VI

The Holy Breath and the Virgin Mary

Yet, no matter how clever he was, the Serpent with bloodshot eyes23 , blinded by
his hate, did not take into account in his Machiavellian calculations the intimate
treasure of the Holy Trinity: a Virgin!
He did not take Her into account because he did not even suspect her existence. Yes!
God the Father had not created two beings, Adam and Eve, but three! A woman,
moreover; a jewel of purity on a casket of graces!
The body of this woman was also created from the earth. She, too, was animated by
a human soul like the Adamic couple. What would this vase of sheer purity contain?
What was such an ark for? No one knew since no one knew Her.
The Holy Trinity foresaw that sooner or later the fatuity of the Serpent would be
the cause of his fall, and until the creation of Adam, he was crafty enough not to reveal himself, not to be faulted. Adam’s emergence from the clay was his irresistible
temptation. The Tree of the Knowledge had revealed him in broad daylight; he
could no longer hide behind the grimacing mask of respectability.
The love of God the Father for his Adamic creature and his offspring was such that
He decided to send His Son, the Word, the Knowledge that He had of Himself, crystallization of the echo of His Holy Breath in the throes of the Tree of the Knowledge.
He alone knew the pitfalls; He alone could bring back to Life those who by their free
will would recognize the voice of His Word.
How then to embed the crystalline purity of his Word among the multiple offspring
of Adam and Eve? How? A people was chosen; a race was chosen, that of David.
Nothing remained but to incarnate the living and pure ark in the offspring of this
King. A couple of immense holiness was chosen: Joachim and Anne. Joachim’s
genitals were purified by a ray of divine light before the union of the couple, Saint
Anne-Catherine Emmerich confided. Nine months later, the Virgin Mary came to
the world. Around 13 - 14, an Angel named Gabriel presented himself to Her.
Mary’s free will had to be respected. He proposed, then came the Fiat so praised
by Christians in the centuries that have gone by. “Be it unto me according to
thy word” 24 , She had answered. The Virgin would be becoming a Mother!
22 Genesis

3:14.
granted by the Holy Trinity during my pilgrimage to Israel at the end of December
2013. The Serpent was accompanied by a horseman on a white horse... Consult my testimony on
www.jesus-christ-philippedelyon.com.
24 Luke 1:38.
23 One-on-one
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Christ inside matter: Jesus

But what is a mother? First of all, a mother is a virgin who has received a breath
of life from a man, a spermatozoon25 !
It was not so for the Virgin. No spermatozoa but the Holy Breath of God the Father
who gives Life! What! You wonder at this childbirth? But didn’t God the Father
exhale His breath of Life in Adam’s nostrils, he who was made of clay reminiscent
of an ovum of which the supernatural fertilization would instantly give a man full
of Life? Why doesn’t God blow his breath of Life into the nostrils of Eve, conceived
from a rib of the left flank26 of Adam? Why not? Because He would have impregnated her... therein lies a secret.
The pure Virgin thus became Mother, that is to say, a virgin who received the Holy
Breath27 of God and not the calcified breath of a man which science called a spermatozoon28 . At the conception of Jesus, Mary’s body was no longer the body of
a woman exclusively, but the dwelling place of the Holy Spirit. He, the Breath of
God, who had no body outside God the Father or God the Son, now had an external
dwelling, a dwelling of his own, a woman’s body filled with grace: the Body of the
Woman!
Through the ages, the Immaculate Heart of Mary would become the way that would
lead to the Knowledge of the Holy Breath of God29 ! Through her Fiat, Mary became the visible part of the invisible Breath; She became to the Holy Spirit what
Jesus is to the Father since the dawn of time. She is the only creature allowed to
sit on the inaccessible throne of the Father. The only difference is that there is
no isomorphism between the Virgin and the Holy Breath, since Mary’s body was
created from clay.
The action of the Holy Breath in the womb of the Virgin gave birth to Jesus. God
the Son, the Word, was made flesh. He became an incarnate man. It was the second
supernatural body of the Son30 , no longer in a body crystallized by the echo of the
Holy Breath but in matter created ex nihilo by God the Father. He was to break
the spell of Death and the infernal hold of the Serpent through his Passion and his
Cross, and by the blood He shed, redeem the sins of men and lead to resurrection
they whose free will had consented to his demands. Such was the law.
25 In

Greek, zoon is the genitive of zoo, meaning animal, beast, creature.
Because the Christ’s flank that was pierced by the spear was the left one! Read our
article on the Holy Shroud on www.jesus-christ-philippedelyon.com
27 Note here the masculine aspect of the Holy Breath in the sense that He initiates the creation
of a body. I have long believed that the Holy Spirit was purely feminine. Indeed, I have seen Him
5 times as a Dove, once through a statue of the Virgin in the Saint Peter Church of Vaise, and
once through the transfigured statue of the Virgin in the Basilica of Fourvière. But one day, while
reciting the chaplet of the glorious mysteries, I distinctly heard his voice! A powerful and deep
masculine voice...
28 Under an electron microscope, a spermatozoon looks like a miniature snake...
29 Consult our text XII: The Sign of the Cross.
30 The second one! For the body of this incarnation is different from the body seen by the prophet
Daniel in his vision!
26 Left!
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Symmetry breaking and calcification of the
breath

The words of the Man-God were to be written and his teaching spread to the whole
world. Explanations and lines of thought would be given bit by bit over the centuries. Such was God’s will.
Many points were clarified; many remained in the shadow of ignorance, one in particular. What had been the concrete mechanism of original sin that compelled God
the Father to exile us from Paradise?
What if the answer was concealed in the supernatural birth of the Virgin? What
if the answer was concealed in the way we were created? In the image of God the
Father the Christians who have learned their catechism lessons will proclaim. Of
course!
What if there had been a spontaneous symmetry breaking at the moment of the fall,
when Adam and Eve ate the forbidden fruit? A spontaneous symmetry breaking,
what is it then? An extremely classic process that physicists have highlighted31 . Let
us explain! Genesis revealed that man was created in the image of God the Father.
Of course!
Then, how to explain that the Virgin was not fertilized by God through a spermatozoon? What if the original fall had broken a symmetry between us and God
the Father? What if Adam, created by God the Father before the fall, had been
created without penis? What if Eve’s fecundation by Adam had been designed by
the emission of an ethereal breath from Adam?
Just as the Father sending his Holy Breath to impregnate the Virgin, Adam should
have sent an ethereal breath to impregnate Eve with a kiss32 !
Reader, I can feel you are stunned, but it is a possibility we must investigate! The
supernatural childbirth of the Virgin by God the Father, which slapped
our wits so much, as an exception on earth must be the norm in Heaven!
No penis for man before the fall! The man’s ethereal breath should have come from
the heart instead of being set aside in the scrotum outside his body, calcified as a
whitish liquid called sperm33 . Infected by the Serpent, he who has genitals, Adam
after eating the forbidden fruit exclaimed, “I am naked” 34 ; naked! He, who had
the foreknowledge, who named, according to the Genesis, all the beings that God
the Father presented to him, saw with dread that genitals had grown between his
31 A

famous example: the Higgs boson clothing the particles in a mass; in a body...
you ever heard four-five-year-old girls thinking they were pregnant because of a kiss?
Such confessions used to touch me at the time. What if there was some kind of a deeply repressed
ancestral memory? After all, doesn’t Christ recommend us to rekindle the innocence of little
children (Matthew 18:3)?
33 In a lucid dream, Eric saw his calcified breath ransomed. Then a black form gradually invaded
him. It gradually went up through the pubis, then the belly, then the torso to reach the throat. He
was startled, frightened as he woke up. His phone in standby then turned on. Intrigued, he stood
up, took it, and was seized by the clock: 2h33! Typical, said I! Whenever you empty yourself,
Darkness fills you up!
34 Genesis 3:10.
32 Haven’t
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thighs. The man had turned male; his breath had turned animalized, calcified into
a whitish liquid!
In addition, Eve and Adam noticed with horror the supernatural apparition of two
orifices called the anus and the urinary meatus. The symmetry breaking of Adam
created in the image of God the Father was now an obvious fact, visible to everyone.
Reader, with all the common sense you have, have you ever considered the consequences of such orifices and a penis in Paradise, the place of sheer purity? Isn’t there
a tenacious dissonance in the verbalization of such a hypothesis? Can you imagine a
part of Adam and Eve’s offspring in Paradise intoxicated with frenzied coitus? And
what about excrement here and there due to urges that may litter the Paradise’s
ground where God walks barefoot? What about urine? Toilets and sewers were only
fairly recent inventions, don’t you think so? Well, reader, what to think of all this?
There is a kind of inconsistency with the image, which is perhaps fantasized, that
everyone has of Paradise.
The Adamic man was created in the image of the Father and resembled Him in every
way! But the spell of the forbidden fruit calcified his breath into a whitish liquid
preserved not within him but outside him in the scrotum! The perfidious Serpent
had induced a symmetry breaking...! After trying the Tree of the Knowledge,
Adam was no longer totally in the image of God the Father; like the animals created by God before, he was endowed with genitals, animalised down to his genome35 !
What about woman? Woman could not be created in the image of God the Father,
because the masculine is different from the feminine. So God the Father caused a
deep sleep to fall upon Adam, took a rib from his left side and created Eve! He
created her endowed with a womb, in the image of the Virgin Mary36 ! With a
womb, because without womb no body can be conceived! In her womb, the woman
was destined to form the body which is the cloth of flesh for the soul sent by God
the Father, the completeness of the primitive angelic body! The family, in its full
meaning, was underway!
In an embrace of divine light that would turn green with jealousy the most powerful
orgasms the earth has ever known, the masculine and feminine hearts of Adam and
Eve should have been united by a kiss. An ethereal breath should have been emitted and breathed by Adam on Eve’s lips and gathered into her womb. An ovum
made of earthly clay would then have been fertilized; a nascent body would have
been dawning. Just as God the Father breathed his breath of Life into Adam’s
clay, Adam’s breath should have initiated the creation of a body. Then Eve, pregnant, would have formed step by step the body of the new infant, and then God
the Father would have placed the soul in it. Nine months later, with a graceful
movement of her thighs, Eve’s labia majora would have moved gently apart, like
35 We

better understand that man shares 98% of his genome with the chimpanzee’s. No one
can imagine the body of Christ, God made man, like this. This reinforces our symmetry breaking
theory. Vain is the theory of evolution. Worse! It cannot contradict itself! A Machiavellian move...
36 Les Réponses de Maître Philippe (Answers from Master Philippe), page 114.
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curtains under a standing ovation. A soul clothed in a garment of flesh, an angelic body completed with a heart palpitating with love, would have come out of it.
The family would have grown! The Adamic offspring would have been strengthened!
But things were quite different. The crafty Serpent, in his hate, seduced the woman,
and the woman the man: You shall be as gods! As gods... that is as the divinities37 !
that is endowed with genitals! And Eve saw that the fruit was good for food, and
did eat and gave it to Adam who ate it.
From the consent that the old Serpent had managed to obtain from the couple, he
obtained it in fact from every soul! Indeed, such were the souls before being set
apart in very distinct bodies of flesh. The assent of one could not be given without
the consent of all!
It was not the woman that Satan was first aiming at; but the man! Man and his
ethereal breath made in the image of the Father! He the Serpent, who had no soul
but an instinct, could ransom through the spell of the forbidden fruit the breath,
which certainly was calcified but still a breath, at each ejaculation of the man! The
woman, who had turned female, was going to be a bait, and her freshly acquired
erotic power, an abyss, an engulfment of passion, an exhaustion38 ! Instead of impregnating her by depositing a kiss on her lips in an embrace of divine light, the
man who had turned asymmetrical to the Father and been saddled with a penis, a
tail like animals, had no choice but to rape, to force the labia majora of the woman’s
crotch. The man had thus condemned himself to penetrate the exit door, poetically
sealed by the hymen, since he could no longer access the front door!
The ethereal breath of the man, who had turned male, had calcified into a whitish
liquid symbolically repelled outside his body as if the cause of the sin were pointed
out to him; the sin which the night, symbol of darkness, would torment through nocturnal erections. As for the woman, she was subjected to a menstrual cycle modelled
on the lunar cycle, the moon being the symbol of darkness and Islam39 . The anus
and the urinary meatus had appeared in the body of each one! Naked, they had to
get dressed. Naked, they would give birth to a being from their sexual union. The
woman, impregnated by the rod of urine, would move apart her labia majora, in
childbirth’s pain, to deliver a being also endowed with genitals, crying and exiting
between the urinary meatus and the anus of her mother! The divine poetry of childbirth was trickling at the sight of the meat carnally exposed in childbirth’s blood.
37 So

were the divinities who imposed their yoke upon the different peoples of the earth, who
are nothing other than those fallen Archangels who had joined the Sexual Force of the Serpent.
Remember the Greco-Roman divinities devoured by their sexual impulses for example. All of them
resemble man or are half-human, half-animal like the Egyptian divinities. All of them are under
the power of the Sexual Force of the Serpent! He got them, as he got us!
38 It is striking to note the near-omnipresence of women in Residential care for senior citizens. The
life expectancy of women is at least five years longer than that of men in France. Asian traditions,
especially traditional Chinese medicine, recommend that men should be as parsimonious as possible
with regard to their semen...
39 Recall that the Koran, via the suras 112 and 4-171, claims that Allah is a god who opposes
the Holy Trinity. Therefore, saying that the Muslims worship the same god than the Christians is
a total nonsense.
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Bit by bit, the child would grow old, having, he too, his breath calcified, then rot,
then die. The satanic Serpent had thus abducted the Adamic offspring by creating
a hemorrhage of celestial souls projected into mortal bodies of flesh with a calcified
breath! Fortunately, the Adamic couple did not try the Tree of Life40 , otherwise
they would have been permanently frozen in their bodies endowed with genitals!
The womb of the woman had become a door whose labia majora led souls from
one world to another: from the world of those under the spell of Death to that of
earthly incarnation where the sovereign free will alone would decide. Such was the
law, in waiting for the wrath of God the Father to subside and for Him to decide
to send the Redeemer of the world to institute, by his sacrifice on the Cross, the
Eucharist as the ultimate means of transmuting our darkness into light in order to
break the cycle of reincarnations of corrupted flesh and to be born of the Holy Spirit!

On the left: a woman’s ovum fertilized by a spermatozoon resembling a mini-snake... On the right:
Jesus-Eucharist who recreates Himself at each Mass to breathe Life into us. Two ways are proposed:
one through the Serpent, the other through the Most Holy Trinity (Text XI)...

Adam knew Eve his wife; she gave birth to Cain. Cain was the first soul to be
touched by the breath calcified by the forbidden fruit. Perhaps he was one of the
souls who had desired more than the others to try the Tree? He rebelled against
God and killed his brother Abel. Frightened by the wrath of the Father unleashed
by the blood of his brother crying out for reparation, Cain invoked God’s mercy,
and God set a mark upon him41 . But the fratricide could not defeat the beast
crouching at his door evoked by God in Genesis 42 and definitely chose the intoxication of the mighty Serpent. Cain became a city builder. He knew his wife43 , who
40 Genesis

3:24.
4:15.
42 Genesis 4:7.
43 No! Reader, there are no logical errors. You are rightly wondering where Cain’s wife came
from, who at that point of Genesis could not be delivered by Eve? Just as you rightly noticed
Cain’s remark of Genesis 3:14 which claims that whoever found him would kill him when, at this
point in the story, there cannot be a priori no other human being on earth. The secret lies in
Matthew 13:24-30. Darwin was led astray because he did not understand this!
41 Genesis
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delivered Enoch44 . As incarnations went by, he became Ishmael, Ishmael became
Judas, and Judas became Mahomet45 : an over-powerful man whose knowledge surpasses every knowledge that men could assimilate. He revealed to us that Allah,
the Serpent god, was far too proud to beget a child46 . In fact, he could not beget
because his breath came from an instinct and not from a soul. Therefore, in the
Serpent’s diabolical plan47 , he had to abduct a soul who assured him an offspring
on earth; it was Cain’s offspring with whom Freemasonry claims to be associated!
And God put enmity between the offspring of the Serpent48 and that of the Woman!
Since Abel was murdered, the Adamic couple yearned for offspring and, at the age
of 130 = 13 ×10, had Seth. Do not be surprised if most of these beings lived to nearly
a thousand years 49 . The breath, although calcified by the spell of the forbidden
fruit, still had a liveliness that was lost through the ages.
Such was the formidable trap of the Serpent; he had managed to be in full possession
of the Adamic couple, who was a virgin in ignorance the same as in flesh! As for
the anima of man, the soul had turned animal, devoured by passions as greedy as
buboes were.
Then the Father appealed to the Son, the crystallized echo of his Holy Breath. By an
inhalation, He breathed Him, the Word of God, the Knowledge that He possesses of
Himself into the Tree of the Knowledge. He was to be born of a Virgin and clothed
in a human body woven from the molecules of Creation with iridescent majestic
light50 , but saddled with a penis at birth. He subjected his God-Man body to the
laws of the earth that the Serpent had affected in leading the Adamic offspring to
fall. He knowingly died by the torment of the Cross to give an unequalled weapon to
men who, by their free will, wished to follow Him. His Sacred Heart was pierced by
a spear in his left flank, as Master Philippe of Lyon revealed, and through the sacred
water and blood that were shed, woman formed by a rib of the left flank, and then
man could be redeemed51 , because debts are only redeemed by blood and in blood!
44 Beware!

It is not the Enoch descendant of Seth, third son of Adam and Eve, the one mentioned
by the Virgin at La Salette!
45 Very personal conjecture, I agree! But the dominions and prophecies over these four beings
are strangely similar: Cain dominated the whole earth before the Flood; He was a builder of cities
and continues to be one of the references of Freemasonry! Ishmael also obtained a sign from God
that made him fecund until he begat 12 princes (Genesis 17:20-21). Judas was the most advanced
in knowledge John revealed (read our second part)! As for Mahomet, we have already proved, he
is over-powerful. So, reader, thinking that these four beings are one does not sound silly!
46 Suras 112 and 4:171 : “And do not say, ‘Three’; desist - it is better for you. Indeed, Allah is but
one God. Exalted is He above having a son”. Also consult our text The Revelations of Saint John
and the seal of number 666. Muslims claim that Allah cannot be represented. We now understand
why...
47 Diàbolos, in Greek, means divide...
48 Genesis 3:15 : “And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring
and hers”.
49 Genesis 5.
50 “Jesus Christ had two natures. He was man and he was also the Son of God, the only Son, the
favorite Son. As a man, his body was made up with the purest things from matter. He was formed
without the help of any man”, in Vie et Paroles de Maître Philippe de Lyon (Life and Words of Master
Philippe), page 97.
51 Sermon of Saint Ambrose...
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He thus defeated the spell of Death by resurrecting on the third day according to
what the Jewish prophets had foretold, bequeathing the Holy Shroud to us as proof.
He stopped Mary Magdalene when she wanted to touch Him because He had taken
back his body endowed with genitals from his resurrection but had not yet ascended
to the Father. Then the Father made Him be reborn of the Holy Spirit, of his Holy
Breath through the body of matter formed by the Virgin. Christ no longer had an
immaterial body, echo of the Holy Breath of the Father, but a material body woven
by the molecules of Creation in the Virgin’s womb to keep his Sacred Heart. His
Breath could create again; again the Holy Breath could proceed from the Father as
well as from the Son52 ! His body of matter was no longer subject to the laws of the
earth affected by the Serpent. Men could touch his resurrected divine body, as St.
Thomas did when Jesus made his supernatural apparition inside the house of the
apostles, while the windows and shutters were closed.
By His death, He made us gradually enter into Life. The Virgin Mary became the
new Eve and Christ became the new Adam53 . That is the reason why Jesus called
God His Father in Heaven, that He prayed, and why, while He was on Earth, the
Holy Breath could only proceed from the Father exclusively, because He was in a
body endowed with genitals subject to the laws of matter affected by the Serpent
since the fall. That is the reason why He is God of God, Light of Light, true God
of true God, true Love of true Love!
He redeemed our sins but continued to establish the free will as an irrevocable law:
either you choose time-limited earthly incarnations, accept the inexorable decay of
the flesh and experience knowledge under the yoke of the Serpent and the fallen
Archangels; or you choose the Christian faith and its requirements, turn with a pure
heart to Jesus, true God, true Man, and dare experiment the Knowledge of Heart
and Love, as the Adamic completeness of our primitive angelic body.
Everyone’s free will alone was to prevail and man was to realize any consequences
of his choices, in joy as well as in tears!

IX

Body Augmented, Completeness and Free Will
“I have not come to bring peace, but a sword54 ”

Free will? What is it then? Man today creates drones, some sort of silicon bumblebees which by dint of swarming will become the praetorian guard of the mighty
people with the consent of public opinion. Like you, they are not free. Unlike you,
they have no free will; they cannot make a choice, they are machines.
It was quite different when the Creation began. Man and woman, created free at
the Beginning, lost their liberty when trying the Tree of the Knowledge, the tree
52 The Revelation implies it:

“He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches”.
Consult also John 20 :22, “And with that he breathed on them and said,‘Receive the Holy Spirit’ ”.
53 Idea developed by Saint Irenaeus... Consult also our Text XI and the notion of chosen Marian
Ovum shown by the Virgin while I was reciting the chaplet...
54 Matthew 10-34. Because, reader, you will have to make a choice!
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that proposes a choice between the Sexual Force under the yoke of the Serpent and
the Force of the Holy Breath of God. Their liberty turned calcified into free will.
At every stage of the earthly incarnation, choices are proposed to them and they
have just the faculty to choose among these choices only. Yet, a choice made in the
past may prove to be obliterating to the point of blunting lucidity so severely that
it becomes impossible to recognize Love when He appears, impossible to hear the
call of Jesus murdered on the Cross who has come to pluck us from the spell of Death.
So was it with most men and women in past centuries. The exaltation of pride yoked
together with the enjoyment of pleasures of the flesh overcame these lucidities and
intelligences. The human comedy over the centuries grew unstoppable and repeated
itself endlessly. Libertinism gave birth to despotism, despotism... to revolutions, the
hateful backlash of revolutions... to republican despotism, flattening mankind intelligence notably through the manufacturing consent developed by Edward Bernays,
Freud’s nephew. Then science became the international religion, ousting everything,
sweeping away everything, confident of its convictions that are updated over time...
At the core of this hive of knowledge, an imposing queen very quickly towered over
any science conceived of human brains: mathematics, the mirror of human genius,
the radiance of the brightest brains, the only science to impose authority and respect. At the core of mathematics arose algorithmic and the computer, the visceral
hopes of these brains greedy for evolution in order to justify to the dumbstruck
people the theories developed in the Masonic lodges during the last three centuries,
namely, God is dead since the Rosicrucian Hegel and the moralist Nietzsche, princes
of philosophy, have stated it with their full authority, and man no longer has any
obstacles to his personal development.
Progress is constantly ahead of us, sciences are hammering home; we who confuse
happiness ransomed by misery with Jubilation, we who confuse gesticulations with
Life. Then science without conscience, spearhead of the Forces of divisions, with
the mutual consent of everyone, insidiously proposed to the bowed public opinion,
the man augmented55 !
Man augmented, what is it then? A transhumanism in search of a tainted absolute; a
distorted completeness proposed by the invincible atheist beings of the philanthropic
nuance whose thoughts are instilled by the Serpent; an intellectual mirage on the
way to becoming reality; the Nietzsche’s Übermensch (Overman) in a technological
and metallic body with genetically modified organs to satisfy pride! What for? For
progress, my dear reader, yet more progress... but with the secret aim of touching
upon immortality without hope for eternity, of breaking the cycles of reincarnations
while moaning under the spell of Death. Who will be able to resist this ultimate
temptation? Who will be able to contain the imperious call of the ego, wading in
the swamps of insignificance, to come out of nothingness in order to deify himself?
For those who do this in secrecy nourish this idea and viscerally hope to enjoy it. If
55 On

Google, searching this keyword already generates several tens of millions of results....
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the first humans in the Bible lived up to a thousand years without being augmented
with technology, how many more times may a being augmented with technology
whose organs are genetically modified, or even cloned indefinitely, hope to live? For
those who do this in secrecy know, unlike stubborn Christians, that reincarnation
does exist and that their only aid to escape the cycles of infernal suffering is the
body augmented! And all this is being done unbeknown to people by obtaining their
consent by means of very well-established crowd manipulation techniques whose origin go back to Freud’s work in psychoanalysis. What will you do in the job market
to compete against the robot without body augmented? What will you do, then,
you who yearn for the universal basic income, a stab in the back delicately stuck
with a smile, a wage of unconsciousness that will put you even more at the mercy of
the mighty people? For those who do this in secrecy have a satanic hate of Christ.
They deny Him, knowingly; they mock any argument other than their own, knowingly; they impose the omerta of ridicule to flatter the pride of the bowed public
opinion, knowingly; they have given their souls in service to Satan. They work in
his pay, often without being fully aware of it, so that he may maintain his empire
over mankind, slave of a mortal flesh.
However, no one had foreseen that in the chalice of Mathematics, Arithmetic was
hoarding. However, no one had foreseen that by means of subtractions and multiplications, Christ and the Virgin were weaving a time-based arithmetical network,
enclosing, thanks to the dates of History, the deeds of Satan and the Forces of division in a net that, once lifted up, would expose them in broad daylight. However, no
one had predicted that through the Revelation of Saint John, that everyone thought
to be allegorical, we would be able to single out, line by line, the names of the kings
of the Revelation as well as their race, their infamies and their prostitutions, giving
unquestionable weight to these time-based arithmetical connections between dates
of History and sweeping away with a wave of hand the perfidy clacking in each
echo of the syllables of the word coincidence. No one had foreseen this audacity
of Heaven! Lurking in the silence of discretion, God was watching. His infinite
intelligence was hovering over History like a golden eagle over its prey. His total
dominion of the historical stakes pointed out those who had given themselves in
service to Satan in secrecy. The Holy Trinity denounced, with the subtlety of an
infinite tact which only God had, the Forces of divisions by separating the goats
from the sheep. God, through the Revelation of Saint John, revealed Himself to
the whole world; He tore up prejudices and smartly broke silence. And in revealing
Himself, He exposed another cold and determined intelligence that tradition called
Satan and the Forces of divisions that had given themselves in service to him. And
in revealing Himself, Jesus once again called, through this time-based arithmetical
network, all the sincere hearts that yearn for Him. Behold, the Lord suggests to us
with the tactfulness of his, now there spring before everyone three choices. Three
only!
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1. Either you join the Forces of divisions... Your soul will be devoured by the
Serpent but you will have access, should you accept the price... to gifts that
God Himself would refuse you56 .
2. Either you remain lukewarm, unmoved by this raging battle, unmoved by this
gesture of love and madness of Jesus who lowered Himself by murdering on the
Cross to rescue us, to rescue you from the spell of Death. You will be tossed
and garroted through the flow of Time, yearning for a happiness ransomed
with clashes that you will meet in a too surreptitiously way under the yoke
of the mighty people of this world, without fully grasping the how and the
why, flattened by the bowed and hypnotized public opinion. As Bernanos57
said, you will live in a humiliated world, a disappointed world, a failed world,
a virtual world, which is damning itself so as to escape the intolerable avowal
of its powerlessness.
In the first two choices, your body of flesh will become, through reincarnations,
a body of meat augmented, calcified, metallized, alienated, a genetically modified
cloister, the only completeness that the pomp of human pride will be able to offer
you and of which the Serpent will endeavour to be in full possession and reduce to
its original state of clay out of which you came. In short, you will become a man or
a woman of savage race, a degenerate and neurotic product of transhumanism58
crawling under blind obedience, bowed under the yoke of the Serpent in a vain
world where sex will only stand for love.
3. Either you agree to put your pride under your feet, to be redeemed by the
Blood of Christ, to experiment the Divine Mercy, the unconditional Love and
humility... because everything revolves around that59 ! Just like Christ who was
born in a manger and not in a palace; just like Christ who entered Jerusalem
on a donkey and not in a luxury car, just like Christ who accepted to lowered
Himself through the mud, He who is God, to undergo the torment of the Cross
and show us the way out, you too will have to walk on the ways of humility,
dare bet on the Sacred Heart, on Unconditional Forgiveness, on Unconditional
Love, dare bet on a life made not of superficialities but of supernatural things,
dare bet on the Faith in Jesus.
56 “The

Devil is very powerful, and he answers whoever are on his way, whereas God would not
answer them; but he always charges for his gifts”, Master Philippe de Lyon affirmed in the Carnet
de Victoire Philippe (Notebook of Victoire Philippe), page 33.
57 G. Bernanos, La France contre les robots (France against robots).
58 Master Philippe de Lyon affirms (Carnets de Victoire Philippe (Notebook of Victoire Philippe)
page 71): “Beings who die atheists today will later be elevated and superior beings of
a future savage race. In 1400 or 1500 years, they will be persecuted or martyred for
the truths they will say and the light they will be seeking in vain. As for those who
die believers, they will not return here and go to another planet.”
The Master adds, “Since the Son of God came two thousand years ago, there are seven generations
of men who are to die of a second death: these men are those that deny God and the existence of
the soul, who claim that men descend from apes, that Nature is the work of chance and that the
pathological vibrio, by passing through the whole scale of beings, has managed to give this animal
called man.” (Answers from Master Philippe, page 93) (05/03/1902).
59 “The sweet smell of your lowliness drew me towards you: you did not come to me,
it was my mercy that came to you”, Christ had told Saint Mélanie Calvat...
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In His Love, Jesus Christ does not propose to us a body augmented with technology whose organs would be genetically modified; a body which thinks that
it is living when it is just a succession of excitements.
Of course not! He offers us an ethereal body, woven of divine light, a living
body with a heart that kindles for the mysteries of Love. He offers us a powerful, incorruptible, inexhaustible body indifferent to the whims of Time, the
true completeness of our primitive angelic body. But for that, we will have to
be reborn of the Holy Spirit, reborn of the Holy Breath!
How to proceed? Accept the demands of God: obedience to God omniscient,
humility, charity, forgiveness, love of neighbor, faith, hope, no slander, patience, chastity (except for founding a family) so that we can gradually purify
what we have calcified by our pride, live in daily life and not cloister yourself
between four walls (the Master insists...), say the chaplets of the Virgin and of
Divine Mercy and go to Holy Mass (not that of Vatican II). Why Holy Mass?
Because Christ has breathed supernatural words into the Mass, which, by
magic, transmute your bodies; because Jesus, through the Eucharist, transubstantiates your calcified bodies, especially your primitive body which tradition
calls angelic, into a body of pure light, incorruptible and eternal!
So, reader, what will be your choice in this human odyssey, as exciting as it is terrifying, that the Tree of the Knowledge proposes to us?

Be it unto you according to your word
Amen !
————————————————————–
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